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INTRODUCTION

There are three serum proteins which are thought to be most
important in the binding of drugs: albumin, alpha1-acid glycoprotein
(AAG) and lipoproteins (Pike et al. 1983), of which human serum
albumin (HSA) and AAG have been the best studied. Both have been
fully sequenced and a number of normal variants have been identified
(Peters 1975; Schmid 1975; Gitlin and Gitlin 1975)= Further, AAG is
an acute phase reactant for which different idiotypes may appear
during the response to different diseases (Hansen et al. 1984).

A number of workers have examined the nature and structure
of the binding sites on HSA (Sudlow et al. 1976; Fehske, Muller, and
Wollert 1977; Wanwimolruk and Birkett 1982; Wanwimolruk, Birkett,
and Brooks 1983). These studies have suggested that HSA has two
major binding sites: I, the warfarin binding site, and n, the Índole-
or benzodiazepine-binding site. Binding sites for digitoxin, phenyl-
butazone, bilirubin, and fatty acids have also been described (Fehske,
Muller, and Wollert 1977).

A number of approaches have been taken to study these binding
sites. The major one has been to determine the binding parameters
by some type of ultrafiltration technique in which the free drug is
estimated after passage through a semipermeable membrane, as in
ultrafiltration or equilibrium dialysis. These methods are slow,
lengthy, require relatively large volumes of sample, and are subject
to artifacts. Further, they can only indirectly characterize the bind-
ing sites through structure activity and inhibitor studies. Sjo'holm
et al. (1979) have sought to circumvent some of these problems by
entrapping HSA in polyacrylamide gel so that the free and bound
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forms can be separated by centrifugation after equilibration. Yet
even such relatively mild conditions may significantly alter the ter-
tiary structure of the protein, and hence the binding properties, by
changing the water concentration of the incubation medium proximal
to the HSA. In line with this concern, the tertiary structure and
binding properties of HSA are different under neutral and basic con-
ditions (neutral to base (N-B) transition) (Wanwimolruk and Birkett
1982). Similarly, we have found that ethanol affects drug binding by
changing the activity of the water surrounding the protein (Holtzman
et al. 1985 and MS submitted).

The second approach to studying protein binding sites has been
to examine the binding of drugs to peptide fragments of HSA (Fehske,
Muller, and Wollert 1977; Meisner 1980; Ledden, Feldhoff, and Chan
1982), or by affinity labeling prior to proteolysis (Jacobsen 1978). A
major concern with this approach is that the binding site may not be
just a contiguous sequence of amino acids on the chain, but may in-
clude amino acids from different portions of the chain which come
into proximity as a result of the tertiary structure of the protein.
The proteolysis would clearly disrupt such relationships.

Finally, a number of studies have characterized the binding
process by a variety of physical techniques, such as nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) (van der Vlies 1970; Briand et al. 1982; Foddai,
Ganadu, and Crisponi 1983; Anglister, Frey, and McConnell 1984),
ultraviolet spectrometry (Maes et al. 1982), fluorescence quenching
(Henry and Wosilait 1975; Naik, Paul, and Schulman 1975; Guilbaud
et al. 1978), fluorescence life time studies (Deranleau, Binkert, and
Bally 1980; McGown 1984), circular dichroism (CD) (Chignell 1968,
1969a,b, 1970; Perrin and Nelson 1972; SjSholm and SjSdin 1972;
Otagiri and Perrin 1977; Brodersen, Sjo'din, and Sjo'holm 1977; Brown
et al. 1977; Brown and Muller 1978; Fehske and Muller 1981), and
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy of spin labeled drugs
(Holtzman 1984). Each of these techniques has advantages and disad-
vantages. For example, NMR and CD can examine the native drugs,
but are very time-consuming and are insensitive to changes in pro-
tein structure with drug binding. On the other hand, both fluorescence
and spin labeling are sufficiently sensitive to permit studies with
drugs at pharmacological concentrations, but for most drugs both
require that a probe molecule be attached to the parent drug. The
addition of such probes may significantly alter the binding character-
istics of the derivative so that it does not bind to the same protein
site as the parent drug. Finally, fluorescence studies, unlike those
with spin labels, may have high backgrounds.

These considerations would suggest that spin labeling of drugs
may be a potentially powerful technique for studying protein binding.
In view of this potential, for the past several years we have been
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utilizing this technique to characterize the nature of the binding sites
on HSA, bovine serum albumin (BSA), and AAG. These studies have
not only given us information about the binding of drugs to these pro-
teins in their native state, but they also suggest that this may even-
tually become a clinically useful technique for rapidly determining
the free fraction of drugs in small sample volumes (20-50 nl)-

APPLICATION OF SPIN LABELING TO DRUG BINDING:
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

I shall first give a short overview of the basic principles of
spin labeling, the problems associated with the technique, and then
summarize our results in this area (Holtzman 1984).

Spin labeling of drugs was the first homogeneous technique to
be applied to immunoassays (Leute et al. 1972a,b; Montgomery et al.
1974a,b; 1975). This technique, as the FRAT® method, was initially
utilized during the Vietnam War to screen the urine of returning sol-
diers for drug abuse. Although it proved to be a simple and reliable
technique, the EMIT® and, to a lesser extent, fluorescence polariza-
tion have become the major commercially available techniques for
drug assays. In spite of the lack of commercial interest in this
method, our results would suggest that spin labeling of drugs may
still have unique properties that make the technique potentially valu-
able in studying the binding of drugs to a variety of tissue constituents.

In this technique, a stable, cyclic nitroxide free radical is
covalently bound to the drug (Fig. 5-1). When the spin labeled drug
is free in solution, it rapidly rotates giving a typical three-lined ESR
spectrum of the nitroxide free radical (Fig. 5-2a). On the other hand,
when the spin labeled drug becomes bound to antibodies, or other
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FIGURE 5-1
The structure of a stable nitroxide free radical used for spin labeling.



FIGURE 5-2
The ESR spectra of 4'-phenyl spin labeled phenytoin (Dl) at a concen-
tration of 12 ¿íM (a) in 50 mM PO4-150 mm NaCl buffer (pH 7.4) and
(b) in solution of 5% BSA in the same buffer. The spectrometer set-
tings were: receiver gain 1600; modulation amplitude 4.0 G; micro-
wave power 10 mW; microwave frequency 9.12 GHz; field scan cen-
tered at H = 3240 G; time constant 1 sec and scan rate 6.24 G/min.

FIGURE 5-3
The ESR spectra of (a) 4'-phenyl spin labeled analog of phenytoin (El)
and (b) 3-N-hydantoin spin labeled analog of phenytoin (ü) in buffer
containing 30% HSA. The spectrometer settings were the same as in
Figure 5-2 except that receiver gain was set to 1250, the modulation
amplitude was set to 0.5 G. and thf span ratp maa 1 fi7 fi/rnin
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binding proteins, it is no longer rapidly rotating on the ESR time
scale (10~9 s) and hence the ESR spectrum spreads out (Fig. 5-3a,b)
with a commensurate loss in the height of the peaks in the spectrum
of the free drug (Fig. 5-2b) (Chignell 1979; Holtzman 1984). To de-
termine the ratio of the free to the bound drug, it is only necessary
to mix the reagents together in the presence and absence of the bind-
ing protein and immediately determine the height of the downf ield
peak of the ESR spectrum.

The addition of a probe to the drug can present three major
problems:

1. Although the drug portion is bound to be protein, the spin
label may still be able to freely rotate about the bond attaching it to
the drug. As a result, there may be no apparent decrease in the
height of the downfield peak in the free spectrum of the probe even
though the probe labeled drug is actually bound. Our studies indicate
that this is not a problem (Holtzman 1984).

2. The addition of the probe molecule could either increase or
decrease the dissociation constant, Ks, of the labeled molecule. We
have observed both effects. In spite of these changes, it is possible,
by appropriate manipulations, to use this method in clinical studies
(Holtzman 1984).

3. Since proteins like HSA have more than one binding site, the
addition of the label could lead to the parent and labeled drugs binding
to different sites on the protein. This is clearly the most important
problem to overcome in the use of this method for practical studies.
Although this presents a practical problem for the application of this
method to clinical samples, the investigation of this question can
serve to provide basic information concerning the chemical charac-
teristics of the various binding sites.

In our studies, we have investigated the binding of spin labeled
derivatives of two drugs, phenytoin and Hdocaine (Yost et al. 1980;
Chou et al. 1981; Polnaszek, Yost, and Holtzman 1982). When the
quantitative structure activity relationships for the binding of these
analogs to serum proteins are combined with the effect of inhibitors
on the binding parameters, it is possible to determine whether the
drug and the spin labeled derivative are binding to the same site on
the protein and investigate such characteristics of the binding site as
its size and lipophilicity (Sudlow, Birkett, and Wade 1976).

In determining these parameters it is important to recognize
that there are two major categories of binding systems: low affinity,
high capacity systems, as illustrated by most drug binding to serum
albumins, and high affinity, low capacity systems, as illustrated by
drugs which bind to AAG. This categorization is primarily opera-
tional, depending only on whether the solubility of the ligand is less
or greater than the Ks. Determination of whether the spin labeled
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and parent drug bind to the same site is quite different for the two
systems- In the latter, if the two drugs show mutually competitive
binding to the protein, this can be considered to be highly suggestive
evidence that they bind to the same site, especially if for each ligand,
the Kg for binding equals the Kj for displacing the other ligand.

In the case of a low affinity, high capacity system, it is not
possible to perform competitive binding studies, since low solubility
of the drug does not permit the achievement of high enough concen-
trations of drug to saturate the binding sites on the protein. In such
a case, the probe labeled drug and the parent drug will not displace
each other from the protein. As a result of the low solubility, it is not
possible to obtain accurate independent estimates of the Ks and Bm,
and therefore to determine the nature of the interaction between the
parent drug and the labeled drug by changes in their respective bind-
ing parameters.

We and others (Sudlow, Birkett, and Wade 1976) have investi-
gated such systems by examining the effect of various inhibitors on
the binding. Hence, if a spin labeled derivative, in the presence of
a given set of inhibitors, shows the same pattern of inhibition as the
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FIGURE 5-4
Double reciprocal plot of the binding of phenytoin in the absence («)
of inhibitors and in the presence of 2 . 94 mM salicylic acid (A) or
1.99 mM phenylbutazone (B).
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parent compound, then it is presumed that they bind to the same site.
However, the great excess of binding sites makes it impossible to
obtain competitive binding curves demonstrating mutual competition
between the parent and labeled drugs. The only binding parameter
which can be determined is the slope of the binding curve, which is
equal to Kg/Bjn (Fig. 5-4). From this parameter the Ks can be esti-
mated by assuming that there is only one binding site per molecule
of binding protein. This is a necessary but hazardous assumption
since the inhibitor could just as easily change the number of binding
sites. As discussed below, we have seen such an effect in the inter-
action between HSA and AAG.

Irrespective of whether the system is a high or low affinity
binder, once it is determined that the labeled drug binds to the same
site as the parent compound, it is then possible to determine the
free concentration of the parent compound from a determination of
the ratio of the binding parameters of the parent drug to those of the
spin labeled analog and the determination of the free fraction of the
spin labeled drug by ESR in the particular sample. For a formal
derivation of the mathematical approach to this application, see
Appendices I and n in Holtzman 1984.

BINDING OF SPIN LABELED PHENYTOINS
TO SERUM ALBUMINS

In our initial studies, we examined the binding to BSA of several
spin labeled analogs of phenytoin (I-V, Fig. 5-5) (Chou et al. 1981).
Phenytoin is thought to primarily bind to the warfarin site and sec-
ondarily to the digitoxin site (SjSholm et al. 1979). This binding to
albumin is an excellent example of a low affinity, high capacity sys-
tem. We have studied this system by coupling spin labels to the 3-N-
position on the hydantoin ring (II, Fig. 5-5) and to the 4'-position on
the phenyl group (m-V, Fig. 5-5). Since the 3-N analog (II) is no
longer an organic anión, it should not bind to the warfarin site. In
these studies, we examined the inhibitory effects of salicylic acid
(SAL) and phenylbutazone (PBZ) on the binding of phenytoin and the
spin labeled analogs. These inhibitors were used since they both can
saturate albumin and appear to bind to different inhibitory sites
(Aarons, Schary, and Rowland 1979). Since they bind to different in-
hibitory sites they give independent information which is complement-
ary to the information obtained from the study of the quantitative
structure activity relationships. Our results would suggest that, con-
trary to Sjò'holm et al. (1979), phenytoin probably binds primarily to
a nonionic site, as the digitoxin site, rather than the warfarin site.
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FIGURE 5-5
The structures of spin labeled analogs of phenytoins.

This conclusion is based on the observation that the binding
parameters of the 3-N analog (II) to both BSA (Table 5.1) and human
sera (Table 5.2) in the presence of SAL and PBZ, paralleled the
changes we observed for phenytoin while those of the 4'-phenyl ana-
logs (El-IV) did not. Interestingly, the 4'-phenyl analog with the
double bond (IE) had a lower Ks than the saturated analog (IV), sug-
gesting that even at this site the binding is partially dependent on the
presence of 7r-electrons. Oddly, the 4'-phenyl analog, which had the
amide bond reversed (V), showed the weakest binding of all of the
labels. This result is somewhat surprising since one would expect
that this portion of the molecule is neither actually in contract with
the binding site nor should it significantly affect the overall confor-
mation of the molecule.

The binding of the spin labeled drug to human serum proteins
gave qualitatively similar results to those which we observed with
BSA (Table 5.2). The binding parameters of the 3-N-hydantoin spin
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TABLE 5.1
The Effect of Salicylic Acid (SAL) (2'. 94 mM and
Phenylbutazone (PBZ) (1.94 mM) on the Binding
Parameters of 14C-Phenytoin, 3-N-Hydantoin
Spin Labeled Phenytoin and 4'-Phenyl Spin Labeled
Phenytoins to 4% BSA (588 ¡M) at 25°C*

Phenytoin
Derivatives

14C -Phenytoin (I)

3-N-Spin label (ü)

4'-Phenyl pyrrolidinyl
spin label (HI)

4'-Phenyl pyrroline
spin label (IV)

4'-Phenyl pyrroline
spin label (V)
(reversed amide bond)

Inhibitor

_

SAL
PBZ

-
SAL
PBZ

-
SAL
PBZ

-
SAL
PBZ

_

SAL
PBZ

KS
MM

120
211
351

395
589
833

291
624
452

222
356
312

667
1000
833

Ki
mM

_

3.9
1.0

-
6.0
1.8

-
2.6
3.3

_

3.6
2.9

_

5.9
7.6

*Data taken from Chou et al. 1981.

label (H) in the presence of the inhibitors paralleled those of 14C-
phenytoin. Similarly, when we examined the KJS for SAL and PBZ
with one of the 4'-phenyl spin labeled derivatives (HI) in human sera,
the results were in qualitative agreement with those obtained for the
BSA solutions. In particular, we found that the KJ (PBZ) > KI (SAL)
for the 4'-phenyl spin labeled derivative (HI), whereas for the 3-N-
hydantoin spin labeled derivative (ü) and the parent drug, the
Ki (SAL) > KÍ (PBZ). As was seen with BSA, the 4'-phenyl spin
labeled derivative (IE) showed a. higher affinity for the serum pro-
teins (nKa = 12.4 x 103 M"1; Ks = 222 p.U) than did the 3-N-hydantoin
derivative (HI) (nKa = 4.2 X 103 M-1; Ks = 395 MM (Table 5.2). To-
gether, the current data would suggest that for both BSA and HSA the
3-N-hydantoin spin labeled derivative binds to the same site as the
parent drug and that this binding depends on the presence of the
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phenyl groups, but not on the presence of a labile proton. Further,
when phenytoin is attached to the usual binding site, the hydantoin
ring remains outside the attachment area. These data are most con-
sistent with phenytoin binding to both BSA and HSA primarily on the
digitoxin rather than the warfarin site.

As mentioned above, in investigations utilizing spin labels for
the study of binding, the probe may be able to freely rotate about the
bond between the probe and the parent drug even though the combined
molecule is immobilized by being bound to protein. In such a case,
the free fraction might appear to be higher than would be predicted
from the true free concentration. From our studies on the binding
of the spin labeled analogs of phenytoin, this does not appear to be
a problem. First, the analysis of the bound spectrum is not compat-
ible with this interpretation. Second, the three peaks of the spectrum
of the free fraction seen in the presence of albumin were of equal
height. This would not occur if the spin probe cannot rotate with

TABLE 5.2
The Effect of Salicylic Acid (SAL) (2.94 mM) and Phenyl-
butazone (PBZ) (1.99 mM) on the Binding of 14C-Phenytoin
and Spin Labeled Phenytoins to Human Serum at 25°C*t

Phenytoin Human Concentration Ks Kj
Derivative Serum Inhibitor mM jitM mM

I Fresh

n Fresh

n Frozen
and thawed
several
times

m Fresh

_

SAL
PBZ

_

SAL
PBZ

_

SAL
PBZ

_

SAL
PBZ

_

2.90
1.97

_

3.23
2.18

_

2.94
1.98

_

2.94
1.98

85 ± 10
102 ± 9
125 ± 16

238 ± 28
277 ± 15
357 ± 13

333 ± 14
400 ± 16
500 ± 18

81 ± 7
141 ± 4
103 ± 19

—15. 0 ± 1.5
4 . 2 ± 15

_

18. 8± 3.2
4 .7± 0.7

_

14. 7 ± 1.2
3 .9± 0.2

_

3.9± 0.4
7.1± 1.1

*Data taken from Chou et al. 1981.
t Concentration of HSA was 3.3 g/100 ml; total protein, 5.3 g/

100 ml. Stock 14C-phenytoin or spin label (1 part) was added to 9
parts human serum.
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three degrees of freedom. That is, if the probe can only rotate about
the axis of the bond attaching it to the drug molecule, but is immobil-
ized in the other two axes, then the three peaks in the spectrum of
the spin labeled drug in the presence of albumin would be of different
heights. Finally, if the free spectrum is solely due to this rotation
about the bond between the probe and the parent drug, then in studies
on the concentration dependence of binding, there should be a con-
stant peak of free drug which will not decrease as the free fraction
of drug decreases. No such constant background peak was seen.

STUDIES ON PROTEIN BOUND SPIN LABELED
PHENYTOIN ANALOGS

One of the advantages of spin labeling over other techniques
for studying protein binding is that the spectrum of the bound analog
can be directly observed (Fig. 5-3a,b). This spectrum (Fig. 5-3a,b)
is a summation of peaks where the spacing between the outer extrema,
Az (Fig. 5-3a,b), is determined by the type of nitroxide, the dielec-
tric constant of the region (Morrisett 1976) and the rate of rotation
(Freed 1976; Polnaszek and Freed 1975; Polnaszek et aL 1978, 1981).
The Azs for the bound 4'-phenyl (Fig. 5-3a) and the 3-N analogs
bound to BSA were 33.8 G and 32.0 G respectively. These differ-
ences were reproducible and would suggest that either the 3-N-spin
labeled analog has more motion relative to the BSA than the 4'-phenyl
analog (Johnson 1979) or that the 3-N analog may be buried in a pro-
tein crevice (Piette and Hsia 1979). Finally, it is possible that the
3-N analog may be buried in a hydrophobic region of the protein while
the 4'-phenyl analog is proximal to a polar site on the protein or ex-
posed to water. An elegant method for distinguishing between these
two possibilities is to compare the spectra of the two spin labels at
9 GHz and at 35 GHz (Hyde and Rao 1980). If the difference in Az is
due to differences in motion, then Az will be different at the two fre-
quencies. On the other hand, if they are due to differences in polar-
ity, then Az will not be affected by the ESR frequency.

USE OF SPIN LABELED PHENYTOINS
IN CLINICAL STUDIES

As outlined above, if a spin labeled compound is to be useful
for the estimation of the free drug levels of a drug, it must have
binding characteristics similar to those of the parent compound.
However, for the method to be clinically useful, it is not necessary
for the affinity constants of the spin labeled derivatives to be identical
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to those of the parent compound. Rather, it is only necessary to be
able to express the free concentration of drug [S], as a function of
the free fraction of spin label, Fs, the total drug concentration [D],
and the ratio R of the Ks for the parent drug over that for the spin
labeled drug. In a high capacity system, [S] can be calculated from
the relationship:

[S] R(l - F ) + F
s s

See Appendix 1, Holtzman 1984.
We observed that R = 2. 79 ± 0. 06 for the ratio of the Kgs for

the 3-N-hydantoin analog (ü) to that of phenytoin. Utilizing this value
for R, we regressed the free concentrations of phenytoin, estimated
by equilibrium dialysis , against our results obtained with the spin
labeled technique. We found that the 3-N analog gave a correlation
coefficient (r) of 0.996 to 0.967 (Table 5.3), while the 4'-phenyl
analogs showed significantly poorer results (Table 5.3). These data
would suggest that the application of spin labeling with the 3-N analog
may be potentially useful for clinical studies. These serum samples

TABLE 5.3
Correlation Coefficient (r) Between the Free Fraction
of Phenytoin as Determined by Equilibrium Dialysis
and Spin Labeled Phenytoins at 25°C*

Binding Protein r

Bovine serum 3-N-spin label (ü) 0.996
albumin (40 g/1) A . . . , . - , . , . , , , ,TTT, A ronv ' 4'-phenylpyrrohdmyl spin label (III) 0.582

4'-phenyl pyrroline spin label (IV) 0.783

4'-phenyl pyrroline reversed amide
bound spin label (V) 0. 551

Human serum 3-N-spin label (H) 0.967

3-N-spin label (E)t 0.950

4'-phenyl pyrrolidinyl spin label (HI) 0.604

4'-phenyl pyrroline spin label (IV) 0.401

*Data taken from Chou et al. 1981.
tserum frozen and thawed several times.
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included several specimens from patients with severe renal failure,
indicating that this method may be useful for the monitoring of this
group of patients where the determination of the total, rather than
the free drug concentration may be of little benefit in management
due to the presence of unidentified inhibitors (Reidenberg and
Affrime 1973).

BINDING OF SPIN LABELED LIDOCAINE DERIVATIVES
TO ALPHA! -ACID GLYCOPROTEIN AND

HUMAN SERUM ALBUMIN

Lidocaine (VI—Fig. 5-6) is one of the most important thera-
peutic agents used in the prevention and treatment of potentially fatal
cardiac arrhythmias observed after heart attacks. Recent studies
indicate that this and other basic drugs bind primarily to AAG. AAG
is an acute phase protein which in normal subjects ranges in concen-
tration from 0.4 to 1.2 g/1 (10 to 30 /*M) (Piafsky and Borga 1977).
The total therapeutic serum concentration of lidocaine is 2-5 Mg/ml
(8.5-21 ¿tM) of which 19-38 percent is free (Routledge et al. 1980a).
Hence, at therapeutic concentrations, this molecule may saturate
the AAG and therefore represents an example of a high affinity, low

H 9 ¥ ,CH2-CH,
N-C-C-N

""

m
/\

H ° /T~\ H ° H ^CH2-CH1•n-c.-l' \VN-C-C-N
\—f H CH2-CH3

3Ztt

! « H s
-c-c-N

CHj

CH2

//~\ H ï H IQr^
^XI

FIGURE 5-6
The structures of spin labeled analogs of lidocaine.
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TABLE 5.4
The Binding of (14C)-Lidocaine to a 1 -Acid Glycoprotein (AAG)
and Human Serum Albumin (HSA)

Bound Predicted Bound
Solution in Solution in Concentration*3- Concentration

Bag* Dialysatet ¿M ¡M fjM

AAGb

HSA

AAG + HSA

AAG

PBS

PBS

PBS

HSA*d

4.77± 0.46°

0.19± 0.07

8.77± 0.04

6.01± 0.34

—

—
4.96

4.77

—

—
3.81

1.05

*[AAG] = 36.6 AiM; [HSA] = 358 juM.
^In all studies the initial concentration of (l4C)-lidocaine in the

dialysate was 3 /¿M. No lidocaine was added to the bag.
t Determined by equilibrium dialysis.
aAll bound concentrations were corrected to a free concentra-

tion of 3 juM assuming that the Kd for AAG = 19.4 MM and for
HSA =4 .3 mM.

bPBS is 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaxHxPO4 and 0.01 percent
NaN3, pH7.4.

c Values are the average of triplicate incubations ± SEM.
"The free concentration of lidocaine was determined from a

second bag containing only PBS.

capacity system. In line with these observations, lidocaine has a
much higher affinity for AAG (Ks = 19.4 fjM) than for HSA (Kg =
4.8 mM) (Krauss et al. 1982). Since AAG is an acute phase reactant
(Piafsky 1980), during acute disease the free fraction can be signifi-
cantly decreased by increases in the AAG (Routledge et al. 1980b).
On the other hand, the free fraction of lidocaine can double with a
decrease in pH from 7.80 to 7.00 (Burney, DiFazio, and Foster
1978). Hence, during acute disease, the increase in AAG would
decrease the free lidocaine while the development of metabolic acido-
sis could serve to increase the free fraction. In view of these com-
plexities , it would be potentially useful to have a technique that could
rapidly determine the free fraction of lidocaine in the treatment of
acutely ill patients. This is especially important for this agent since
it is thought to have a low therapeutic index (Pfeifer, Greenblatt, and
Koch-Weser 1977).

Pure AAG has only a single binding site, but in the presence of
HSA it appears to have two binding sites (Table 5.4). Our results



TABLE 5.5
The Binding of Various Spin Labeled Derivatives of
Lidocaine to Human Serum Albumin (HSA) and a
Glycoprotein (AAG) at 25 °C

Percentage Binding

Derivative AAG (187 j«M)*t HSA(1.94mM)

Lidocaine (VI)

p-Substituted xylidine
lidocaine (VII)

m -Substituted xylidine
lidocaine (VDI)

Xylidine substituted
lidocaine (IX)

N-spin label
lidocaine (sec. amine) (X)

N-methyl -N-spin label
lidocaine (ter. amine) (XI)

N-ethyl -N-spin label
lidocaine (ter. amine) (XE)

89Í

Ia

-1

41

45

93

93

29

75

30

66

37

41

69

*The concentration of spin label was 3 ¿on.
t The concentrations of proteins used in these studies are 5-6-

fold greater than the concentrations found in the serum.
$The percent of the bound lidocaine was estimated from the

binding parameters of the lidocaine and the concentration of the
protein-

aThese percentages were determined from the amplitude of
the downfield peak observed in buffer, Ajj, and in the protein solu-
tion, A . The percentage of binding was taken as:

percent B = V
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further suggest that this increase in the number of binding sites is
most likely to be due to a direct interaction between the HSA and the
AAG (Table 5.4).

Lidocaine is the xylidide derivative of N, N-diethylglycine (VI—
Fig- 5-6). Our studies indicate that its binding to AAG depends both
upon the presence of the N, N-diethylglycine and the phenyl groups-
Further, we have found that maximal binding occurs when the glycine
nitrogen is a tertiary, rather than a primary or secondary amine.
These conclusions are based on our studies in which we have synthe-
sized several derivatives of lidocaine with spin labels coupled to
various positions on the molecule, including the 4' (VE—Fig. 5-6)
and 3' (VIE—Fig. 5-6) positions on the xylidine, replacing the
xylidine group with a 3-amino pyrrolidine spin label (IX—Fig. 5-6)
and adding spin labels to the glycine nitrogen (X-Xn—Fig. 5-6)
(Polnaszek, Yost, and Holtzman 1982).

ESR studies indicate that the 4'- or 3'-xylidide analogs (VII-
Vffl—Fig. 5-6) bind to HSA, but not AAG (Table 5.5). The bulky spin
labels attached to the phenyl group would appear to inhibit the binding
of the total drug molecule. As discussed with the phenytoin spin lab-
eled analogs, it is possible that the drug molecule may bind while
the spin label is able to freely rotate in solution. But this seems
unlikely since there were no differences between the heights of the
three ESR peaks. In line with the bulky probe molecule inhibiting
binding, we found that the analog with the spin label substituted for
the xylidine (IX—Fig. 5-5) bound to AAG. These data would suggest
that the xylidide portion of lidocaine binds to a highly restricted site
on AAG.

When we synthesized lidocaine derivatives with the probes on
the glycine nitrogen, we found that the secondary amine analog (X—
Fig. 5-6) had a low affinity for AAG, while the tertiary amine ana-
logs bound much more strongly (X-Xn—Fig. 5.6) (Table 5.5). The
binding to HSA did not follow a similar pattern (Table 5.5). Of inter-
est, the ethyl substituted, tertiary amine analog (XII—Fig. 5-6) had
a higher affinity for AAG (Ks = 3 ¿¿M) than did the parent lidocaine
(Ks = 19 fjM.). On the other hand, the methyl substituted derivative
(XI-Fig. 5-6) had a similar affinity (Ks = 20 /iM). It is unclear
whether these differences are due to the fact that in the N-ethyl spin
labeled tertiary amine derivative (XE[) the nitroxide is a pyrrolidine
derivative while in the N-methyl spin labeled derivative (XI), the
nitroxide is a piperidine nitroxide or that the binding to the tertiary
amine site may depend upon the hydrophobicity of the substitutions
on the glycine nitrogen as well as the charge on the nitrogen.

Finally, both of the tertiary amine derivatives (XI-XII) were
displaced from AAG by 100 ¿tM lidocaine. These data would suggest
that both lidocaine and these last two derivatives bind to the same
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site on AAG. Yet verification of this question will have to await deter-
mination of whether spin labeled drugs and lidocaine show mutual
competition when binding to highly purified AAG.

Our current data on the binding of the various derivatives of
lidocaine to AAG suggest that the binding of this drug to AAG depends
upon the presence of a tertiary amine and an aromatic group sepa-
rated by around 7A. The majority of drugs which have been reported
to bind to this protein have, in general, such structural characteris-
tics (Piafsky 1980).

CONCLUSIONS

In this presentation, I have attempted to delineate the potential
strengths and weaknesses of the spin label technique in determining
the binding characteristics of drugs or other low molecular weight
ligands to proteins. By far the major advantage of this technique is
that these studies can be run quickly with small volumes of sample;
while the major disadvantage is that the spin labeled analog may not
bind to the same site as the parent drug. In the latter case, the in-
formation which is derived from these studies may have no relevance
to the binding of the parent drug. Yet our studies would suggest that
with the synthesis of a number of derivatives and with carefully de-
signed binding studies, it is possible to develop spin labeled deriva-
tives which clearly mimic the parent drug. Further, these studies
can help to delineate something of the nature of the binding site on
the protein. Yet it cannot be over-emphasized that any such studies
should only be undertaken with an awareness of the pitfalls of not
only the spin labeling technique, but also of the other methods that
must be used to confirm the general observations.

SUMMARY

We have studied the nature of the binding sites for drugs on
serum proteins by examining the quantitative structure activity rela-
tions of the binding of various spin labeled derivatives to these pro-
teins . A major advantage of utilizing such derivatives for these
studies is that when the spin labeled derivative is free in solution,
it gives a typical three-lined electron spin resonance spectrum. On
the other hand, when it is bound to protein, the heights of these peaks
decrease 10- to 100-fold and hence essentially disappear. Thus bind-
ing can be determined in a few minutes with as little as 25-50 ¡¿I of
sample.
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In these studies, we have investigated two systems: the binding
of phenytoin to serum albumins and of lidocaine to c^-acid glyco-
protein. For our studies on phenytoin we have synthesized a series
of spin labeled analogs with substitution at the 3-N-hydantoin and
4'-phenyl positions. We have then determined whether these spin
labeled analogs of phenytoin bind to the same site as the parent drug,
by comparing the effects of salicylic acid and phenylbutazone on the
binding of phenytoin and the various spin labeled analogs to bovine
and human serum albumin. In these studies we have found that the
inhibition of the binding of the 3-N-hydantoin derivative by salicylic
acid and phenylbutazone more closely paralleled the binding of pheny-
toin than did the binding of the 4'-phenyl substituted derivatives.
These studies indicate that the parent drug most likely binds to a
hydrophobic site on albumin rather than to an organic anión binding
site.

We have also examined the binding of spin labeled lidocaine
derivatives to Qj-acid glycoprotein. For these studies we have cou-
pled spin labels to the 3'- and 4'- positions on the xylidine, substi-
tuted a spin label for the xylidine and coupled the spin labels to the
amino nitrogen of the glycine to give one secondary and two tertiary
amine spin labeled analogs. Our data indicate that spin labels coupled
to the xylidine completely blocked binding to o^-acid glycoprotein,
while the analog in which the spin label was substituted for the xyli-
dine showed binding. The secondary amine, with the spin label on the
amine nitrogen, showed significantly less binding than did the two
tertiary amines, with the spin label on the nitrogen. The Ks for the
binding of the N-ethyl-N-pyrroline spin label derivative was 3 ft M
which was 1/6 the Ks of lidocaine (19 /¿M) while the Kd for the N-
ethyl-N-piperidine spin label was similar to that of lidocaine. These
data suggest that lidocaine binds to two sites on ojj-acid glycoprotein.
One site binds to the tertiary amine portion of the molecule, while
the second binds to the unhindered aromatic group.

We feel that these observations demonstrate the power of inves-
tigations utilizing a combination of quantitative structure activity
relationships and spin labeling in the study of the binding of drugs to
serum proteins.
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